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Why UK boarding?

UK boarding schools are acknowledged as the most prestigious in the world, producing eminent
world leaders, scientists, artists and business minds, in addition to providing incredible success
rates when it comes to gaining access to the world’s best universities. It is also more than just
academic success which has gained them their well-respected reputation.
•

State-of-the-art facilities
When you send your children overseas, you want to make sure they are provided with the
best environment and surroundings. British schools provide with the highest standard of
amenities with anything from science labs to tennis courts, to support students throughout
the programs.

•

Highly qualified educators and staff
Dedicated teachers and staff of the schools have been chosen to encourage student to
become the best in their class by offering them support and guidance. The specially trained
educators as well as nurturing admission counsellors are available for the wellbeing of the
students and to ensure the boarders that they have someone to turn to when needed.

•

Consistency and discipline
Many parents are said they opt to board their children to schools that follows British
curriculum and upheld a British standard, because it offers them a sense of stability,
independence and prepares them to adulthood. The boarding schools offers a range of
scheduled activities amidst the school facilities in aim to keep them busy and teach them to
be more self-sufficient.

•

Graduates have successful careers in areas like business, science, politics, arts and
culture
The renowned British curriculum shapes students into develop fundamental skills as
confidence, self-expression and team work which are vital to career success. Many schools
are to make a virtue of having celebrities that went to their institutes and they are worth
mention, such as Lily Allen and Cara Delevigne who both went to Bedales and Games of
Thrones dragon queen Emilie Clarke who gained her boarding school education at St.
Edwards School.

•

Curriculum offers growth and development
If you wish for your child to get a different curriculum that gets them ready and prepared for
continued challenges in life, then you opt for boarding schools in the UK that encourage
creative thinking. The Association of Biritsh Boarding Schools recent survey showcase that
70% of graduates believe that their time at boarding schools encouraged maturity,
developed self-discipline and made them independent as well as gaining critical thinking
skills.
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